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Abstract

Fully homomorphic encryption (FHE) enables arbitrary computation on encrypted data, allowing

customers to upload ciphertexts to third-party cloud servers for meaningful computation while mitigating

security and privacy risks. Many cryptographic schemes fall under the umbrella of FHE, and each scheme

has several open-source implementations with its own strengths and weaknesses. Nevertheless, developers

have no straightforward way to choose which FHE scheme and implementation is best suited for their

application needs, especially considering that each scheme offers different security, performance, and

usability guarantees.

To address this open question and allow programmers to effectively utilize the power of FHE, we

employ a series of benchmarks collectively called the Terminator 2 Benchmark Suite and present new

insights gained from running these algorithms with a variety of FHE back-ends. Contrary to generic

benchmarks that do not take into consideration the inherent challenges of encrypted computation, our

methodology is tailored to the security primitives of each target FHE implementation. To ensure fair

comparisons, we developed a versatile compiler (called T2) that converts arbitrary benchmarks written in

a domain-specific language into identical encrypted programs running on different popular FHE libraries

as a backend. Our analysis exposes for the first time the advantages and disadvantages of each FHE

library as well as the types of applications most suited for each computational domain (i.e., binary,

integer, and floating-point).

Index Terms

Benchmarking, data privacy, encrypted computation, fully homomorphic encryption, performance

evaluation.

∗The first two authors have equal contribution and appear in alphabetical order.
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I. INTRODUCTION

Cloud service providers, such as Amazon Web Services (AWS), Microsoft Azure, and Google Cloud,

offer on-demand computing platforms through a pay-as-you-go model leveraging the vast computing

resources of their data centers. The minimal capital expenditures and low yearly costs of this model

has compelled many companies to shift from maintaining their own private data centers and computing

hardware to adopting the cloud computing-as-a-service for their operations [1]. This paradigm offers far

more than simply cloud storage: complex calculations such as data classification and analytics can be

performed on outsourced data without any involvement from the customer.

While cloud computing offers great flexibility for many industries, various concerns are raised regarding

the privacy of outsourced data. Since the data resides on servers controlled by the cloud service provider,

there is nothing stopping a curious cloud from observing the data. For instance, if a hospital opts to

store medical records on a cloud server, the curious service provider could plausibly gather information

about individuals such as their pre-existing conditions and disclose this information to advertising partners.

Likewise, as the popularity of cloud computing grows and data from numerous customers reside on shared

servers, cloud hardware and software have become increasingly targeted by sophisticated attackers. Side-

channel attacks [2], [3], cross-VM attacks [4], [5], speculative execution attacks [6]–[8], and hardware

Trojans in the supply chain [9]–[11] have demonstrated that it is possible to leak data-in-use from remote

servers.

A de facto method to protect data confidentiality for data-in-transit and data-at-rest is the use of

cryptography [12], [13]. While standard encryption algorithms such as AES can effectively mitigate a

variety of eavesdropping attacks by preventing curious cloud providers from accessing plaintext data,

such schemes are mostly limited to data storage and network transmissions [14], [15]. To perform

any computation on outsourced data, clients must download the encrypted data, decrypt it, perform the

intended operation, re-encrypt, and then re-upload the ciphertexts to the cloud. Obviously, this defeats

most benefits of adopting cloud computing in the first place.

Candidate cryptographic protocols for privacy-preserving computation include multi-party computation,

and zero-knowledge proofs. The former allows a server and client to jointly compute an algorithm over

private data [16], [17], while the latter allows one party to obliviously prove to another party that a

statement is true, without revealing any additional information [18]–[20]. While the two aforementioned

protocols have niche applications, the most promising cryptographic primitive for arbitrary computation

on encrypted data is fully homomorphic encryption (FHE), which is capable of protecting data-in-use.

This effectively allows the cloud to apply arbitrary algorithms on encrypted data and perform meaningful
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computations without ever exposing the plaintext data. However, adopting FHE is easier said than done;

many considerations need to be made in order to effectively leverage its power for a given application.

There are several major FHE schemes that can be used to compose any arbitrary algorithm as a

netlist of arithmetic operations in the encrypted domain [21], and each scheme has multiple open-source

implementations using state-of-the-art cryptographic libraries. Notably, each FHE scheme has unique

defining characteristics, including how data is encoded and the types of operations available to users. For

instance, schemes such as Brakerski-Gentry-Vaikuntanathan (BGV) [22] and Brakerski/Fan-Vercauteren

(BFV) [23] encrypt integers, while others encrypt floating-point numbers or even individual bits. Such

encoding determines the nature of the operations exposed to programmers, since ciphertexts encoding

floating-point and integer values allow addition and multiplication, while ciphertexts encoding bits allow

Boolean logic operations. Therefore, expressing an algorithm in the encrypted domain requires different

techniques and programming paradigms depending on the underlying plaintext data types.

To complicate things further for developers, FHE schemes require users to track the (unavoidable)

noise growth in homomorphic ciphertexts. In particular, the presence of noise is necessary for security

purposes and a small amount is injected in each ciphertext during initial encryption. Then, evaluating

consecutive operations on the encrypted data causes this noise to grow and once a certain threshold is

reached, the ciphertext can no longer be decrypted and is rendered useless. Modern FHE schemes offer

one or more mechanisms to manage this noise, with each technique having different capabilities in terms

of noise reduction as well as computational overhead.

As a further point of difficulty, encrypted computation comes with certain inherent limitations, one of

which is the inability to make runtime decisions when the control values are encrypted. For example, if a

loop termination condition remains encrypted, a server executing an encrypted program may not be able

to decide if or when the execution ends (i.e., there exists a “termination problem” [24]–[28]). To account

for this, FHE multiplexing can be employed to re-compose conditional code segments, which essentially

evaluates alternative branches at runtime and returns the correct result over the encrypted data.

Our main goal in this work is to provide new and intuitive insights on choosing the correct homomorphic

scheme for a given application, and analyze the explicit advantages and disadvantages of different popular

open-source implementations. More specifically, this paper aims to answer the following questions related

to FHE applications:

• What scheme is most appropriate for a given algorithm?

• What techniques and methodologies can be utilized to maximize efficiency in each scheme?

• How do the existing libraries compare to each other in terms of performance?

At first glance, one could attempt to gather insights about the various FHE implementations using
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Fig. 1. T2 compiler to FHE backends.

popular general computation benchmark suites, such as the SPEC benchmark suite [29]. However, existing

benchmarks like bzip2 and mcf intended solely for plaintext computation do not consider the existence

of FHE constructions and do not address FHE termination problems in the algorithm design. These

benchmarks essentially make control flow decisions that depend on the value of program data; when

implemented in the encrypted domain, it is impossible for the machine executing the program to make a

decision based on values encoded inside ciphertexts as it does not have access to the decryption key. As

such, a direct translation of these pre-existing benchmarks to the encrypted domain is not meaningful.

To this end, we have employ our custom benchmark suite, dubbed Terminator 2, which mitigates

termination problems and is tailored for FHE-friendly computation. A key observation in the design of

our benchmarks is that we can speculatively evaluate all alternative execution paths before judiciously

combining the results in the encrypted domain. Terminator 2 includes 12 real-life applications suitable

for secure cloud computing, including private machine learning classification and private information

retrieval. This benchmark suite allows us to explore and expose the differences and the benefits between

various FHE schemes and their implementations, while enabling us to rigorously test all aspects of

encrypted computation. Towards that end, we employ benchmarks that invoke core arithmetic operations

between ciphertexts, mixed operations between ciphertexts and constants, relational operations, as well

as essential mechanisms for noise mitigation (like modulus switching and bootstrapping).

A key consideration in our analysis is the uniformity of benchmark implementations to inform fair

comparisons between libraries. While hand-optimized implementations of encrypted programs for a

certain FHE library can help tune runtime performance, this does not translate across different FHE

schemes (often with incompatible configurations). Further, subjective factors, such as programmers’

experience on one library can further skew the results. Therefore, our methodology relies on automated

compilation of each benchmarking algorithm across multiple FHE libraries.
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To achieve such uniformity, our Terminator 2 benchmarks are implemented in a domain-specific

language (DSL), dubbed T2, which includes specialized types for encrypted integers, bits, and floating-

point numbers. T2 programs are compiled using multiple FHE backends, encompassing five state-of-

the-art libraries, to generate corresponding encrypted programs (Fig. 1). Our compiler generates highly

optimized functional units that implement FHE circuits for common operations such as comparisons and

multiplexing between encrypted values, while minimizing noise growth and computational complexity

for efficient evaluation. To the best of our knowledge, this is the first effort to measure and understand

the differences among popular FHE libraries in a systematic way.

II. PRELIMINARIES

A. Homomorphic Encryption (HE)

HE is a unique form of encryption that allows for arithmetic operations over ciphertexts where the

result is a valid encryption of the expected answer. More formally, the computational capability of HE

and the equivalency between encrypted computation and computation over plaintext data is shown as:

y = f(x) ⇔ Enc(y) = g(Enc(x)). In this case, f(x) is any arithmetic function in the plaintext domain,

Enc(·) refers to an encryption of a plaintext value, and g(Enc(x)) parallels f(x) in the encrypted domain.

This enables users to encrypt data and outsource computations like f(x) to the cloud without sacrificing

privacy, which in turn will execute g(Enc(x)) and return Enc(y) to the user, who can decrypt the result

with her private key. Any algorithm that can be expressed as an arithmetic or Boolean circuit (i.e. a series

of additions and multiplications or a netlist of logic gates) can be readily executed with FHE.

In general, there are three overarching types of HE defined principally by their compute capabilities

on encrypted data: partial (PHE), leveled (LHE), and fully (FHE). In this work, we only consider the

latter two classes as PHE is not functionally complete and therefore not suited for general computation.

1) Ciphertext Encoding: Both LHE and FHE encrypt data as a tuple of polynomials modulo an

irreducible cyclotomic polynomial, where the N th cyclotomic polynomial has roots corresponding to the

N th primitive roots of unity [30]. In practice, the cyclotomic order (and hence the degree of ciphertext

polynomials) is typically chosen to be between 210 to 215 with coefficients modulo a product of primes

referred to as q, which can be several hundreds bits in length. FHE schemes inject noise into ciphertexts in

accordance with the Learning With Errors (LWE) paradigm [31] to make them resilient to cryptanalyses.

The hardness of the LWE problem and its variant Ring LWE (RLWE) [32] guarantee the security of all

FHE schemes. The induced noise needs to be kept below a threshold to ensure successful decryption.

Noise management is a crucial component of HE schemes as the noise in ciphertexts dynamically

grows with every computation over the encrypted values. More specifically, encrypted addition increases
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the noise linearly, however, encrypted multiplication causes exponential noise growth. Therefore, there is

only a fixed number of encrypted operations that can be carried out on a ciphertext without exceeding the

“noise budget” while still preserving the underlying plaintext data. Interestingly, the choice of security

parameters affects how the noise grows and the total noise budget, but many realistic applications are not

feasible with secure parameters. To account for that, FHE schemes introduce crafty mechanisms to reduce

the noise in ciphertexts and allow for more encrypted operations without exceeding the noise budget.

Once the new noise budget has been reached, a noise reduction operation such as modulus switching

or bootstrapping will reduce it and allow for additional encrypted operations. We delve into modulus

switching and bootstrapping in the following section.

2) LHE: LHE is the first functionally complete type of HE that is capable of supporting addition and

multiplication on encrypted data. The primary mechanism for reducing noise in LHE is modulus switching,

which effectively reduces the ciphertext size while also scaling down the noise. More specifically, this

procedure removes a prime from q, effectively lowering the bit size of the coefficients of the ciphertext

polynomials. However, modulus switching can only be invoked a limited number of times; eventually

one will run out of primes in q and the noise can no longer be mitigated. As a result, the number of

subsequent operations on ciphertexts is bounded and encryption parameters must be chosen carefully to

ensure that the application can be evaluated before the noise becomes unmanageable. The encryption

parameters guarantee the ability to evaluate a certain number of levels on any given ciphertext object

before decryption fails. A level is equivalent to the noise accumulated during a multiplication operation;

thus, the number of levels required to execute an LHE circuit is synonymous with the multiplicative

depth. BFV [23], BGV [22], and CKKS [33] are typically used as LHE schemes.

3) FHE: FHE is the most powerful form of HE that allows for unbounded homomorphic addition

and multiplication operations on encrypted data. This is made possible by introducing a bootstrapping

mechanism to any LHE scheme, which serves as a powerful form of noise reduction. Gentry’s bootstrap-

ping computes the homomorphic decryption circuit in the encrypted domain resulting in a new ciphertext

with reduced noise [21]. Unfortunately, bootstrapping is the bottleneck of FHE; one must minimize

the number of bootstraps needed in an application to optimize performance. Luckily, bootstrapping with

modulus switching is far more computationally efficient as mod switching can be invoked until no further

primes can be removed from q. Then bootstrapping can be initiated, which will also regenerate all of the

primes in q, allowing modulus switching and bootstrapping to be chained ad infinitum.

For algorithms that can be expressed with a shallow depth (i.e., few subsequent ciphertext multiplica-

tions), LHE is typically more efficient than FHE. For applications exhibiting a large depth, FHE is a better

option because the LHE parameters (such as polynomial degree) required to support a deep homomorphic
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circuit at an acceptable level of security are extremely large and result in poor runtime performance. Since

the modulus q is typically several hundred bits long, the underlying arithmetic operations are applied

over integers greater than the word sizes naturally supported by CPUs. Some implementations use residue

number system (RNS) techniques to allow for operations modulo the smaller prime factors of q (typically

between 32 and 64 bits) [34].

B. Homomorphic Encryption Schemes

1) Binary Schemes: These HE schemes encrypt individual bits into a single ciphertext, which opens

up new avenues of encrypted computation, as it natively supports a broad range of bitwise manipulations

in the encrypted domain. Instead of building programs as a sequence of assembly instructions, these

binary schemes support Boolean circuits composed of encrypted logic gate constructions. The Torus

FHE (TFHE) [35] library implements a ring variant of GSW [36] called Ring GSW (RGSW) and is

the most popular in this category, boasting the fastest bootstrapping speeds of any current FHE library.

In fact, TFHE strictly supports FHE (but not LHE) because the bootstrapping procedure is instrumental

in the correct evaluation of homomorphic logic gates. This requirement informs the need to bootstrap

during every logic gate evaluation in the circuit (except for the trivial NOT gate).

The ability to compose algorithms as Boolean circuits is a distinct advantage for binary schemes as

developers can bring to bear decades of digital circuit design research to help them construct optimal

implementations in the encrypted domain. Also, bitwise operations such as shifting are far more efficient

compared to the integer domain. For instance, a right shift by k in the binary domain is simply a matter

of removing k elements of an array of binary ciphertexts (which has very low cost). Conversely, integer

schemes (discussed next) would require division, which is not supported directly in FHE: one would

need to compute the modular multiplicative inverse of the divisor and multiply it with the dividend. The

latter is far more expensive since it results in substantial noise growth compared to the binary scheme

version. Finally, comparisons (i.e., equality, less-than) between two numbers are significantly cheaper in

binary schemes vs. non-binary schemes.

2) Integer Schemes: The two most important HE schemes that encrypt integers modulo a user-

determined modulus p are BGV [22] and BFV [23]. Here, HE addition and multiplication correspond

to modular addition and multiplication over the plaintext values. Consequently, one needs to choose

p such that no undesired wrapping will occur. Unlike RGSW, both BGV and BFV have considerably

slow bootstrapping procedures; depending on parameter choices (such as the plaintext modulus and

cyclotomic order), a single bootstrap can take anywhere from several minutes to several hours [37],

which is impractical for any realistic HE computation. Thus, most implementations of BGV/BFV do
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A B . . . C . . .

Slot0 Slot1 . . . . . . Slots−1

+̂

X Y . . . Z . . .

=

A +̂ X B +̂ Y . . . C +̂ Z . . .

CT0

CT1

Sum

Fig. 2. Batching Overview. Each of the ciphertexts CT1 and CT2 encrypt multiple integers (i.e., A, B, C, . . . and X , Y ,

Z, . . . , respectively), while the result ciphertext Sum contains the slot-wise homomorphic addition ( +̂ ) of CT1 and CT2.

Homomorphic multiplication is similarly supported.

TABLE I

OVERVIEW OF HE LIBRARIES IN TERMS OF THE SUPPORTED SCHEMES, DOMAINS (I.E., INTEGER, BINARY, AND

FLOATING-POINT), LEVELS/BOOTSTRAPPING, AND BATCHING OPERATIONS.

Library Language Domains
Schemes

BGV/BFV CKKS (R)GSW
Levels† Bootstrap† Batch‡ Levels† Bootstrap† Batch‡ Levels† Bootstrap†

Concrete [38] Rust Bin, FP

FHEW [39] C, C++ Bin

HEAAN [33] C, C++ FP

HElib [40] C, C++ Int, Bin, FP

Lattigo [41] Go Int, FP

PALISADE [42] C, C++ Int, Bin, FP

SEAL [43] C, C++, .NET Int, FP

TFHE [35] C, C++ Bin

† For Levels (LHE) and Bootstrapping (FHE) we categorize the libraries in three classes: No support, Partial support (i.e., partially implemented

by the library or non-existent API), Regular support.
‡ For batching, we classify the libraries as: No support for batching, Restricted modulus (i.e., in order to enable batching, the plaintext modulus

p must satisfy (p− 1) | m, where m is the degree of the cyclotomic polynomial), and Flexible batching (i.e., no restrictions on p).

not include bootstrapping and are used exclusively in LHE mode. It is also possible to emulate Boolean

circuits in integer schemes by setting p = 2, which causes addition to behave as an XOR and multiplication

to behave as an AND gate. The primary difference between this approach and RGSW is that the additions

and multiplications do not necessarily require a bootstrap after every operation.

The biggest benefit of using integer schemes over binary is the ability to take advantage of an encoding

technique called batching, which closely resembles Single Instruction, Multiple Data (SIMD) operations

and allows users to encrypt vectors of integers into single ciphertexts [44]. Each individual integer

occupies a ciphertext slot and the total number of slots available varies depending on parameter choices.

Addition and multiplication on “batched” ciphertexts occur slot-wise, as depicted in Fig. 2. An important

consideration when using batching is whether or not the individual slots are completely independent or
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not. If the slots need to be mixed at some point (such as the need to sum all of the slots together),

slot-wise rotations must be executed to align the desired slots, resulting in memory and execution time

overheads.

3) Floating-Point Schemes: The final class of HE has an underlying plaintext type of floating-point

numbers and the most popular scheme in this category is CKKS [33]. This is especially desirable for

certain classes of algorithms, such as machine learning [45], [46]. In practice, the core operations of

floating-point schemes neatly parallel integer schemes, with only a few differences. Both integer and

floating-point schemes support batching and addition/multiplication operations. Similarly, the floating-

point schemes have slow bootstrapping procedures and are predominantly used in LHE mode. The key

difference is the need to keep track of the scale factor that is multiplied with plaintext values during

encoding that determines the bit-precision associated with each ciphertext. The scale doubles when two

ciphertexts are multiplied, which may result in overflow as the scale becomes exponentially larger. Thus,

a rescaling mechanism must be invoked to preserve the original scale after multiplications, which is quite

similar to modulus switching and serves a similar role to reduce ciphertext noise.

C. Homomorphic Encryption Libraries

Various open-source HE libraries implement the aforementioned schemes and expose a more or less

high-level API with common functionalities like Encrypt, Decrypt, KeyGen, Add, and Multiply.

Also, these libraries internally implement numerous performance optimizations (such as RNS and NTT/FFT

for polynomial multiplication [47], [48]) and leverage noise reduction techniques (e.g., modulus switching

and bootstrapping) that require deep understanding from the developer in order to be used correctly.

Further, most libraries rely on the user to select an appropriate set of encryption parameters for her

application. In this paper, we focus on five widely used open-source libraries, described below.

1) HElib: The Homomorphic Encryption Library (HElib) was introduced in 2013 [40] by IBM and

supports the BGV scheme (with bootstrapping), as well as CKKS. It is written in C++17 and uses the

NTL mathematical library [49].

2) Lattigo: The lattice-based multiparty homomorphic encryption library in Go (Lattigo) is actively

developed by the Laboratory for Data Security (LDS) at EPFL [41]. It supports leveled BFV and

bootstrapped CKKS with full-RNS optimizations and their respective multiparty versions. Lattigo enables

cross-platform builds and offers comparable performance to other state-of-the-art libraries.

3) PALISADE: PALISADE was developed by Duality Technologies, NJIT, MIT, and other organiza-

tions [42]. It offers support for leveled BFV, BGV, and CKKS with RNS optimizations as well as RGSW

(with bootstrapping).
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4) SEAL: The Simple Encrypted Arithmetic Library (SEAL) is developed by Microsoft Research and

was first released in 2015 [43]. SEAL supports the BFV and CKKS schemes without bootstrapping.

5) TFHE: The Fast Fully Homomorphic Encryption Library over the Torus (TFHE) was released in

2016 by Chillotti et al. [35] and implements the RGSW cryptosystem. The library exposes homomorphic

Boolean gates such as AND and XOR but does not build complex functional units (e.g., adders, multipliers,

and comparators) and leaves that to the developer.

6) Other Libraries: The Concrete [38] library by Zama implements a variant of TFHE that sup-

ports floating-point plaintext encodings and bootstrapping that allows evaluation of univariate functions.

However, Concrete is not yet mature for general purpose computation as its bootstrapping mechanism

necessitates the use of (lossy) low-precision arithmetic. For instance, CKKS bootstrapping allows a

precision of up to 40 bits [50], while Concrete is restricted to less than 12 bits of precision [51] (effectively

forcing applications to use small plaintext moduli). Additionally, the rounding errors that result from the

low-precision will compound over time for deep applications, as is shown in the accuracy loss reported

for deep neural networks in [51]. FHEW [39], developed by CWI in Amsterdam, is the predecessor of

TFHE; however, its bootstrapping speed is inferior to TFHE and there is no support for homomorphic

MUX gates. Lastly, HEAAN [33] implements the CKKS cryptosystem, where both the library and the

underlying scheme are created by the Cryptography Lab at Seoul National University. However, HEAAN

has not seen a major update since 2018 and has been succeeded by other RNS-based implementations

of CKKS in libraries such as SEAL, PALISADE, and Lattigo. The key features of each library are

summarized in Table I.

D. Threat Model

To enable meaningful and fair comparisons between FHE libraries, we formalize a security model. As

homomorphic encryption is used for privacy-preserving outsourced storage and computation, our threat

model is twofold. For one, we assume a rational, honest-but-curious cloud service provider that executes

the protocol correctly but has incentives to peek at sensitive user data. For another, our model assumes

that adversaries may compromise the cloud server and exfiltrate sensitive data that are either in use or at

rest. Thus, in our T2 benchmarks, we explicitly define which data are private and should remain encrypted

during and after the computation.

E. Related Works

A related work is [52], which compares (mostly obsolete) FHE implementations and is missing modern

state-of-the-art libraries. Moreover, when comparing the different schemes, the authors incorporate results
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from prior works configured for non-equivalent security levels, parameter sets, and even benchmarks.

Lastly, [52] lacks any implementation and fair comparisons across the studied FHE libraries.

A recent SoK [28] focuses on state-of-the-art FHE compilers such as: Cingulata [53], which compiles

C++ code to Boolean circuits for TFHE and a BFV variant, CHET [54] which targets CKKS and is

geared towards private neural network inference for HEAAN and SEAL, as well as its successor EVA [55]

that uses a DSL for vector arithmetic and targets SEAL and CKKS. Likewise, E3 [56] targets SEAL,

HElib, FHEW, PALISADE, and TFHE, but has limited batching support, does not support relational

operations over integers, and only allows users to select plaintext and poly modulus degrees, but other

important parameters such as ciphertext modulus size remain hidden from the user. Marble [57] is a C++

extension that allows users to write code similar to a plaintext implementation and currently employs

encrypted binary arithmetic in HElib as an FHE backend. However, [28] does not consider compilers

such as Google’s Transpiler [58] and ROMEO [59] that convert programs (written in C++ and Verilog,

respectively) into optimized netlists through the use of synthesis tools, and then finally into TFHE (and

PALISADE’s RGSW implementation for the former).

While [28] performs thorough comparisons between many different compilers, it only uses three

minimal applications used during experimentation that are limited in scope. Most importantly, [28] does

not perform any comparisons between the underlying FHE libraries themselves and different encoding

types were not explored thoroughly, which is the scope of our work. Finally, all benchmarks in [28]

were manually implemented for each compiler, which results in potentially non-uniform comparisons.

Contrary to earlier works, our T2 compiler automatically converts each benchmark into its encrypted

implementation for all major FHE libraries.

III. METHODOLOGY FOR FAIR COMPARISONS

A. Notation

We represent the encryption of a variable x as X , while we use accents (ˆ ) to represent encryptions

of numbers, such as 0̂ and 1̂. Similarly, +̂, −̂, ∗̂, and ∼̂ represent homomorphic addition, subtraction,

multiplication, and negation, respectively. These private arithmetic operations are inherently supported

by all the schemes except RGSW, for which we use hand-optimized Boolean circuits implementing

arithmetic functional units in the encrypted domain. Specific circuit design details and considerations

are discussed in Section III-C. In binary arithmetic we also support homomorphic XOR between two

ciphertexts (represented as ⊕̂), as well as homomorphic AND.

Finally, we represent private comparisons as follows: =̂ symbolizes private equality, <̂ refers to private

less than, and ≤̂ represents private less than or equal. The comparisons return 1̂ (i.e., encryption of
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X − . . . − . . .

Slot0 Slot1 . . . . . . Slots−1

(a) Ciphertext of 1 integer.

X Y . . . Z . . .

Slot0 Slot1 . . . . . . Slots−1

(b) Ciphertext of s batched integers.

X0 X1 . . . Xw−1 . . .

Slot0 Slot1 . . . . . . Slots−1

(c) Ciphertext of 1 integer using horizontal binary packing.

X0 Y0 . . . Z0 . . .

Slot0 Slot1 . . . . . . Slots−1

X1 Y1 . . . Z1 . . .

. . .

Xw−1 Yw−1 . . . Zw−1 . . .

(d) Ciphertext of s batched integers using vertical binary

packing.

Fig. 3. Encodings Overview. Each of the four encodings demonstrates how one or more integers are encrypted utilizing one or

more slots. In (a), a single integer x is encrypted utilizing only one slot, whereas in (b) all the slots are being used to encrypt

multiple integers (e.g., x, y, z, and so on). We refer to encoding (b) as integer batching. The encoding in (c) utilizes multiple

slots to encrypt an integer using a bitwise representation (the number of slots used is equal to the word size w of x). We refer

to this approach of encoding w binary digits of an integer as packing. Finally, (d) utilizes w ciphertexts to encode multiple

integers (e.g., x, y, z) by using a slot-wise binary representation. We refer to encoding (d) as vertical binary packing.

one) if the corresponding plaintext operation is True, or 0̂ otherwise. We discuss the design of private

comparison units in section III-D as most libraries do not natively support them.

B. ENCINT, ENCFP, and ENCBIN Data Encodings

The four primary types of ciphertext encodings are depicted in Fig. 3. For encoding single integers

or floating-point numbers, one can simply encrypt them directly in the first slot of the ciphertext, as

shown in Fig. 3 (a). Encoding a single plaintext element per ciphertext is inefficient for schemes that

support batching; instead, s independent program inputs can fit inside a single ciphertext as illustrated

in Fig. 3 (b). This allows for higher occupancy of the available slots to take advantage of SIMD-style

computation. Depending on the underlying data type of the scheme (i.e., integer or floating-point), we

refer to encodings (a) and (b) as ENCINT and ENCFP. Alternatively, a single value can be decomposed

into w binary digits and each digit is encrypted in a separate slot (Fig. 3 (c)). This row-wise encoding

approach is useful for encrypting integers that are greater than the chosen plaintext modulus as well as

representing an integer in binary format. Finally, as shown in Fig. 3 (d), we can encrypt each digit into

a separate ciphertext and take advantage of the slots of each ciphertext to fit s independent elements

(column-wise encoding across multiple ciphertexts). We refer to the encoding in Fig. 3 (d) as ENCBIN.

Below, we delve into the benefits and drawbacks of each encoding.
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1) Integer and Floating-point Batching: Depending on the choice of parameters for HE schemes

that support batching, ciphertexts have a number of available slots, which can range from one to

several thousand. If extra slots are available, they can be occupied by additional plaintext values instead

of resorting to creating new ciphertexts. This reduces memory consumption and enables SIMD-style

computation; the key benefit in terms of the latter approach is that HE arithmetic operations will take the

same amount of time regardless of how many slots are occupied. Therefore, this approach, also highlighted

in Fig. 3 (b), significantly improves throughput without negatively impacting latency. However, to enable

batching with several thousand slots, larger FHE parameters must be chosen. In particular, batching is

bounded by the degree of the ciphertext polynomials such that the maximum number of slots available is

less than or equal to the polynomial degree. Unfortunately, increasing the polynomial degree negatively

impacts the performance of all HE operations, while also increasing the ciphertext sizes.

2) Horizontal & Vertical Binary Packing: The two primary methods for encoding binary arrays into

packed ciphertexts involve utilizing the slots of one or more ciphertexts, as shown in Fig. 3 (c) and

(d). The row-wise approach introduces a more straightforward encoding that only uses one ciphertext,

however, the downside to this approach is that the digits are inherently dependent for most operations.

For instance, addition and multiplication can not be done digit-wise as these operations are sequential and

the output for the current digit depends on the computation from the previous digit (such as accounting

for carries). Therefore, in order to perform an addition using this encoding, each slot needs to be isolated

and then fed into an adder circuit, which requires convoluted slot rotations and thus is expensive. In

fact, slot extraction is used in the bootstrapping procedure and is one of the core bottlenecks of this

operation [60]. While this form of batching is the most intuitive and straightforward, we do not consider

this encoding in the design of the T2 benchmarks as it is inappropriate for most types of computation.

The ENCBIN column-wise approach (i.e., Fig. 3 (d)) does not suffer from the same issues as the

horizontal binary encoding, yet still benefits from efficient SIMD computation. The key insight is that

now all slots across a given ciphertext are completely independent since all digits are separated across

w ciphertexts, where w is the plaintext word size. This allows one to directly evaluate binary arithmetic

circuits in FHE, such as adders, multipliers and comparators, without having to perform any digit

extraction procedures. As such, all of the advantages provided by the standard integer batching technique

apply to this case as well. A potential trade-off with this approach is the additional memory overhead of

dealing with w ciphertexts instead of one.
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C. Arithmetic Operations for HE Benchmarks

1) Arithmetic in ENCINT and ENCFP: All libraries that implement integer or floating-point schemes

naturally support addition and multiplication by encoding the values in separate slots as shown in Fig. 3 (b)

(i.e., ENCINT or ENCFP). In addition, these libraries support negation, which further enables converting

an addition operation into a subtraction.

2) Arithmetic in ENCBIN: For binary schemes like RGSW (or ENCBIN in general), these operations

are not naturally supported. Instead, one must construct Boolean circuits composed of primitive logic

gates to facilitate these operations. In T2 benchmarks, we have constructed binary arithmetic circuits for

every cryptosystem (with the exception of floating-point schemes), customized for efficient HE evaluation.

For RGSW, we have minimized the number of logic gates in the circuit and prioritized the nearly free

NOT gate where possible. This effectively reduces the total number of bootstraps required to evaluate

the circuit. Conversely, for LHE schemes, we introduce two circuit variants that deviate depending on

the value of the plaintext modulus p. In the ideal binary case, where p = 2, addition operations are

equivalent to XOR gates while multiplications are equivalent to AND gates. Since multiplication is far

more expensive in terms of execution time and noise growth, we have utilized circuits with as few

subsequent AND operations as possible and prioritized the nearly free XOR operations. However, it is

impossible to achieve a high number of slots with p = 2 and for this reason all implementations of BFV

and BGV do not allow batching at all with this setting, with the exception of HElib.

The emulation of logic gates with higher values of p is more complicated than in the p = 2 case.

Luckily, as long as the underlying plaintext values are constrained to [0, 1], multiplication is still equivalent

to AND. Nevertheless, addition is no longer equivalent to XOR since, for instance, 1 + 1 = 2 (mod p)

instead of 0 (mod p). Thus, the XOR operation can be computed by performing (X −̂ Y )2, which

requires a homomorphic subtraction followed by a multiplication (squaring). Obviously, this XOR variant

is more expensive than both the XOR with p = 2 and the AND operation. As a result, we prioritize AND

over XOR; still, FHE circuits for p > 2 are more expensive in terms of noise growth and execution time.

D. Comparison Operations for HE Benchmarks

1) Comparisons in ENCINT and ENCFP: Comparing two multi-bit values in the encrypted domain

remains an active area of research and is generally considered to be quite inefficient. For ENCINT and

ENCFP encodings, we employ Fermat’s Little Theorem to compute equality, which becomes (X −̂ Y )p−1

mod p, where p is a prime [61]. The computational bottleneck involves computing the power p−1, which

requires approximately log2 p multiplications. For applications that require a large plaintext range (or
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require a high degree of batching), this method becomes particularly inefficient as it can easily consume

dozens of levels.

To accomplish the FHE “less-than” function, we adopt the polynomial interpolation over a prime field

proposed by Iliashenko and Zucca [61]. Specifically, we evaluate:

X<̂Y :=

−1∑
a=− p−1

2

(
1 −̂ (X −̂ Y −̂ a)p−1

)
mod p, (1)

which will output 1̂ if X<̂Y and 0̂ otherwise. We remark that this operation is more expensive than the

FHE equality due to the large number of addition/subtraction operations; still, the multiplicative depth

remains the same. Lastly, by swapping X and Y in Eq. 1 and then negating the result, we can achieve

FHE “less-than-or-equal” (i.e., X≤̂Y ≡ 1 −̂ (Y <̂X)) for approximately the same cost as less-than.

2) Comparisons in ENCBIN: Similarly to the arithmetic operations in ENCBIN, circuits composed of

logic gates must be constructed to accomplish encrypted comparison functions. The natural conclusion to

solving this problem is to adapt a full-fledged single-bit FHE comparator circuit that outputs three signals

(one for less-than, equality, and greater-than) and then cascade them to achieve multi-bit comparisons.

However, this approach is sub-optimal if only one of the signals is needed; instead, we compose separate,

more optimal circuits for each functionality. For equality, we perform w XNOR operations over each pair

of bits of the two ciphertexts and then AND the partial results together to get a single bit encrypted output.

For less-than, we adopt an optimized bit-level approach designed for use with homomorphic sorting [62]:

X<̂Y :=

w∑
i=1

(
lt(Xi, Yi)

∏
i<j<w

eq(Xj , Yj)
)

mod 2, (2)

where lt(x, y) = (NOT x) AND y and eq(x, y) = NOT (x XOR y). Finally, to achieve less-than-or-equal

we employ the same technique as mentioned earlier, where we swap X and Y in the less-than function

and then invert the result.

E. Avoiding HE Termination Problems with Multiplexing

One of the key concerns in encrypted computation is the inability to branch on encrypted data. Since

the cloud has no knowledge of the underlying plaintext value of an encrypted condition, it is impossible to

make a runtime decision based on this value. Consequently, all possible branches must be evaluated and

the correct result must be selected using an HE multiplexing operation. In ENCINT, this can be achieved

using the following equation: MUX(S,X, Y ) := X ∗̂ S +̂ Y ∗̂ (1 −̂ S), where S is the encrypted

selection bit and X and Y are the two outcomes of independent branches. In ENCBIN, these operations

can be directly translated to logic gates, requiring two AND, one XOR, and one NOT gate. However, in

the case of column-wise binary packing, the procedure needs to be executed w times to cover all the bits
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of the inputs. The TFHE library natively supports a MUX gate for the cost of two bootstraps, as opposed

to the expected three bootstraps (two for the AND gates and one for the XOR).

IV. ALGORITHMS IN THE T2 BENCHMARK SUITE

In this section, we introduce our Terminator 2 benchmark suite comprising twelve privacy-preserving

benchmarks without early termination conditions and data-dependent branching (such as if/else statements

and loops over encrypted data). As defined in [24], in encrypted computation the host should remain

oblivious to any termination conditions of the algorithm, introducing the “termination problem”. Thus,

all FHE computations should be made data-oblivious and any termination condition over encrypted data

should be transformed into its privacy-preserving counterpart that avoids such conditions.

We divide our benchmarks into three distinct categories indicating the dominant type of homomorphic

operation:

• Arithmetic benchmarks contain primarily addition and multiplication operations and operate in the

integer and floating-point domains.

• Bitwise benchmarks are composed of primarily logic gate operations as well as shifts.

• Relational benchmarks are those containing numerous comparisons over encrypted data.

We remark that these benchmarks can run in one or more computational domains (i.e., integer, floating-

point, and binary) which indicate the type of operations in the T2 DSL; not to be confused with the

underlying data encodings used by the FHE backends (i.e., ENCINT, ENCFP, and ENCBIN). More

specifically, the ENCINT and ENCBIN encodings can be used for integer domain benchmarks, while

binary domain benchmarks exclusively use the ENCBIN encoding, and ENCFP is only applicable to

floating-point benchmarks. We note that the depth for binary evaluation of certain benchmarks is very

high, so evaluating them in the binary domain can be inefficient due to the high noise cost of deep

Boolean circuits. For this reason, we only show binary results for all benchmarks using RGSW unless

explicitly indicated.

A. T2 Arithmetic Benchmarks

1) Chi-Squared: The χ2 or chi-squared test is a statistical mechanism that can be used to deduce

whether a set of data aligns with an expected model; this statistic is useful in a wide-range of applications,

such as genomics [63]. First, the server receives the encrypted genotype counts N0, N1, N2, then computes

A := 4(N0 ∗̂ N2 −̂ N2
1 )

2, B1 := 2(2N0 +̂ N2
1 )

2, B2 := (2N0 +̂ N1) ∗̂ (2N2 +̂ N1), and B3 :=

2(2N2 +̂ N1)
2 and finally returns the encrypted results to the client. Like [63], T2 does not implement

costly homomorphic division and leaves this final step as a cheap post-processing procedure done on the
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client-side. More specifically, the client decrypts A,B1, B2, B3 and acquires α, β1, β2, β3, respectively,

which are then used to compute X2 = α
2N ( 1

β1
+ 1

β2

1
β3
), where N := N0 +N1 +N2. We evaluate the χ2

benchmark both using the ENCINT and ENCFP encodings.

2) Logistic Regression (LR) Inference: Privacy-preserving machine learning (PPML) is an emergent

research area in encrypted computation [51], [64]. Logistic regression is an important PPML technique that

is similar in construction to a single layer neural network with a sigmoid activation function. In practice,

it is often used to classify data into one of two classes and is applicable in areas such as natural language

processing (NLP) [65]. The most expensive part of logistic regression inference in FHE is the evaluation

of the non-linear sigmoid function. Since the sigmoid can not be evaluated directly over ciphertexts, a

polynomial approximation must be utilized. In T2, we employ a Taylor series expansion of the sigmoid

function and evaluate the first three terms (i.e., σ(X) := 1/2 + X/4 + (X3)/48 + . . . ) [66]; using more

terms yields higher accuracy at the expense of more noise and slower execution times. This benchmark

is executed in ENCINT and ENCFP. Since none of the HE libraries supports homomorphic division, for

ENCINT we scale the series up by the largest denominator and evaluate σ(X) := 24 +̂ 12X +̂ X3+ . . . ;

at the end, the client can scale down the final result. For ENCFP, we pre-compute the coefficients (i.e.,

encryptions of 0.5, 0.25, and 0.02083) and perform homomorphic operations with X .

3) Feedforward Neural Network (NN) Inference: The cloud can perform oblivious neural network

inference procedures with its own proprietary model (i.e., weights and biases) on sensitive user data for

classification, and finally return a set of encrypted probability scores for each class. In this scenario, the

cloud has no knowledge of client inputs or the final classification result. To demonstrate the feasibility

of FHE libraries for these types of applications, we utilize a feedforward neural network with two fully

connected layers and the squaring (X2) activation function. It is common in the literature to adopt the

square activation function for encrypted inference due to its low multiplicative depth, whereas other non-

linear activation functions, like ReLU, are much harder to evaluate in the encrypted domain since they

require an expensive, high-depth polynomial approximations [67], [68].

As the weights and biases for each layer are known to the cloud, they do not have to be encrypted.

Thus, homomorphic multiplications between ciphertext and plaintext values are performed faster and

result in moderate noise accumulation compared to multiplication between two ciphertexts. However,

this benchmark remains both addition and multiplication intensive as it also performs operations with

ciphertexts (e.g., in the square function). We evaluate this benchmark in both ENCINT and ENCFP with

a constant image size for a variety of active neuron sizes to show scalability for wider networks.

4) Matrix Multiplication: Matrix multiplication is an incredibly important computation in a wide

variety of fields such as machine learning. This benchmark is multiplication-intensive and poses a good
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test of the speed of homomorphic multiplication, relinearization, and modulus switching procedures. In

our matrix multiplication benchmark, we consider multiplying two square matrices of varying sizes up

to 16x16. We run this benchmark in ENCINT and ENCFP.

5) Batched Private Information Retrieval (BaPIR): Private information retrieval (PIR) allows a client

to obliviously download an element from an encrypted database without revealing the query (i.e., which

element was downloaded) to the server [69], [70]. PIR has a plethora of applications in private compu-

tation, such as ad delivery [71], friend discovery [72], and keyword search [73]. For a single query, the

server iterates over all database elements and obliviously select the client’s element, if present. We assume

a database of size n where the keys are mapped to the index idx of a desired value and the key-index

mapping is public knowledge. Using this structure, XPIR [69] introduced an optimized PIR that trades

bandwidth for performance as the client sends a size n vector that contains an encryption of 1 at the index

of the requested element i and fresh encryptions of 0 elsewhere. More specifically: Q = (q1, q2, . . . , qn),

where qi = 1̂ for i = idx and qi = 0̂, otherwise. The server performs a pair-wise multiplication between

Q and the database elements V = (v1, v2, . . . , vn) and returns a sum of the products (equivalent to the

encryption of the requested element)
∑n

i=1 (Q[i] ∗̂ V [i]).

This benchmark can also exploit batching to drastically reduce both the number of encrypted operations

as well as communication bandwidth. Instead of representing Q and V as vectors of ciphertexts, these

can each be condensed into single ciphertexts with at least n slots. Now, only one slot-wise multiplication

is required between Q and V and the product will be returned directly to the user, which will contain

the desired value in slot idx. We evaluate PIR over an encrypted database in both ENCINT and ENCFP.

6) Squared Euclidean Distance: The squared Euclidean distance is a mathematical formula used to

compute the distance between two n-dimensional points and is also an important statistical measure

in cluster analysis [74]. In our case, we consider two n-dimensional points V = (v1, v2, . . . , vn) and

U = (u1, u2, . . . , un) in Euclidean space. The squared Euclidean distance is calculated as the sum of

the squared differences between the points as E2(V,U) :=
∑n

i=1 (V [i]− U [i])2. Notably, this procedure

is more FHE-friendly than the standard Euclidean distance that requires a square root operation at the

end, which is not possible to directly evaluate in the encrypted domain. As a result, the user would need

to compute the final square root in the plaintext domain after decrypting the cloud’s output. For this

benchmark we use ENCINT and ENCFP.

B. Bitwise Benchmarks

1) Cyclic Redundancy Check (CRC): The CRC algorithm is commonly used to detect errors in digital

data and can also serve as a non-cryptographic hash. Notably, this algorithm can perform meaningful
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work in the encrypted domain as well: for example one could check whether two encrypted images are

identical. CRC iterates over each input bit and performs bitwise operations with an accumulate step. Its

most expensive operation is this accumulation, which is an n-bit addition where n can be up to 64 bits,

depending on the CRC variant used. T2 features the CRC-8 and CRC-32 algorithms using ENCBIN,

which represent good tests for bitwise operations such as XOR, shifting, and binary addition. We remark

that CRC-32 is much deeper as it requires 32-bit additions in FHE.

2) Insertion Sort: Sorting algorithms are an interesting, and mostly unsolved, problem for encrypted

computation; in all cases, one will necessarily have to deal with the worst-case complexity O(n2) (where

n is the size of the array), due to the termination problem. The insertion sort itself makes frequent use of

<̂ for the conditional swap, making it an intensive comparison benchmark that is impractical in ENCINT

for anything other than restrictively small values of p (as in Eq. 1). We also remark that the FHE Boolean

circuit for ENCBIN is incredibly deep as each element is updated continuously with MUX gates (and each

one increases the multiplicative depth). As such, we only consider libraries with bootstrapping in ENCBIN

(namely TFHE and HElib) for this benchmark.

3) Binary Manhattan Distance: The Manhattan distance is a measure of the distance between two

points V = (v1, v2, . . . , vn) and U = (u1, u2, . . . , un) in an n-dimensional space and is defined as

M(V,U) :=
∑n

i=1 (| V [i] −̂ U [i] |). The key difference between Manhattan distance and Euclidean

distance is the usage of a taxicab geometry as opposed to Euclidean space. This benchmark differs

slightly in ENCBIN as the absolute value can be modeled as a multiplexing operation for each iteration

between V [i] −̂ U [i] and −(V [i] −̂ U [i]), where the select bit is the encrypted sign bit of the difference.

4) Binary Private Information Retrieval (BinPIR): Similarly to BaPIR from Section IV-A5, we assume

a database V = (v1, v2, . . . , vn) of size n where the keys correspond to the index idx of a desired value.

In this binary version of PIR, the client does not perform any pre-processing and solely sends an encrypted

index Q to the cloud. From an algorithmic standpoint, the binary approach varies greatly from the ENCINT

and ENCFP implementations as each encrypted element in the database is visited and an equality circuit

is used to check if the index is equal to Q. Then, the output of the equality is used as the control input

of a MUX which will select between the desired value or an encryption of zero. Lastly, the results of the

MUX from each element in the database are XORed together to compute the final result, which is returned

to the user for decryption.

C. Relational Benchmarks

1) Hamming Distance: The Hamming distance between two strings measures the minimum number

of substitutions required to change one string into the other, and is widely used for error detection in
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TABLE II

NOISE GROWTH AND LATENCY OF CORE OPERATIONS FOR INTEGER, BINARY, AND FLOATING-POINT ENCODINGS.

PARAMETER SETS HAVE BEEN JUDICIOUSLY CHOSEN TO BE AS EQUIVALENT AS POSSIBLE ACROSS LIBRARIES.

Encoding Binary Encoding (ENCBIN) with word size = 8* Integer Encoding (ENCINT)* Floating-Point Encoding (ENCFP)*

Operation

Noise

Add.
‡

Mult. Eq. LT. ROT. Ctxt

Size¶

Add. Mult. Eq. LT.† ROT. Ctxt

Size

Add. Mult. ROT. Ctxt

Size

HElib § 49.4 6.2 9.5

Lattigo 50.3 6.3 9.4

PALIS. 14.7 1.8 5.8

SEAL 14.6 1.8 4.5

TFHE 0.02 - - - - - - - - - -

Fastest TFHE TFHE TFHE TFHE TFHE# N/A PALIS. PALIS. PALIS. PALIS.
Lattigo

PALIS.
N/A PALIS. PALIS.

Lattigo

PALIS.
N/A

Slowest PALIS.
PALIS.,

SEAL

HElib,

PALIS.

PALIS.,

SEAL
HElib N/A SEAL HElib

HElib,

SEAL

HElib,

SEAL
HElib N/A Lattigo

HElib,

Lattigo
HElib N/A

* For integer and floating-point domain operations, we used a cyclotomic polynomial degree of 16k while binary domain operations were conducted

with a degree of 32k (with the exception of TFHE, which uses degree 1024).
† The execution time scales exponentially with increasing plaintext modulus and is infeasible to compute with large plaintext moduli.
‡ Noise accumulation (or depth) relative to other HE operations, where the patterned bar indicates noise growth. For instance, binary addition results

in significantly higher noise than integer addition (lower is better).
§ The number of bars indicates latency relative to other HE operations. For instance, integer addition is among the fastest HE operations and is awarded

a single bar while integer comparisons are much slower and earn multiple bars (lower is better).
# These rotations are performed on the vectors holding the encrypted bits and are independent of the HE library.
¶ Ciphertext size in MBs using the smallest parameters for each library to encrypt an 8-bit number and achieve depth 10 at 128 bits of security.

telecommunications, as well as to determine genetic distance in biology applications. Notably, it has also

been used as an FHE application in prior works [57]. The Hamming distance over two vectors can be

computed as H(V,U) :=
∑n

i=1 (V [i] ̸= U [i]) and constitutes a critical benchmark for FHE since its core

operation is a comparison. This benchmark is executed using both ENCINT and ENCBIN.

2) Relational Manhattan Distance: Instead of using the sign bit directly as the input to the MUX

operation to compute the absolute value of the difference of V [i]−̂U [i] as presented in Section IV-B3,

this benchmark takes a different approach to determine the sign, as each individual bit can not be easily

extracted in ENCINT. We employ the encrypted “less than” operator <̂ to determine whether the difference

is less than 0̂ and use the output as the selector of the multiplexer. Here, instead of the MUX and additions

being the core bottleneck of the algorithm, the <̂ becomes the most expensive operation.

V. EXPERIMENTAL EVALUATION & IMPLEMENTATION

We run the T2 benchmarks using three different encodings, i.e., ENCINT, ENCBIN, and ENCFP, where

applicable. The benchmarks from the Arithmetic and the Relational categories are inherently a better fit
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for the ENCINT and ENCFP encodings, whereas the ones from the Bitwise category can only be run in

ENCBIN because they require operations (e.g., bitwise right rotation) which are not possible under most

circumstances in the two former encodings. Still, to investigate the effect that the target domain makes

on the execution time of a benchmark, we additionally run selected benchmarks from the Arithmetic and

the Relational categories using the ENCBIN encoding. Finally, we carefully choose FHE parameter sets

for each library to achieve security of at least 128 bits, and where applicable, we varied the input length

of the benchmark, and the word-size w for ENCBIN. We only consider the timings of FHE operations

conducted on the server-side, which consists of all evaluation operations except key generation and

encryption/decryption. For the former, this is a one-time cost for the user, while the latter operations are

generally much faster than homomorphic evaluation operations.

All experiments were performed on an AWS instance (c5.4xlarge) running Ubuntu 20.04, equipped

with 8 vCPUs and 32 GBs of memory. Where applicable, we measured the runtime performance of our

benchmarks with all encodings, namely, ENCINT, ENCFP, and ENCBIN.

Our T2 compiler targets the latest versions of the FHE backends at the time of writing, specifically:

HElib v2.2.1, Lattigo v3.0.2, PALISADE v1.11.6, Microsoft SEAL v4.0, and TFHE v1.0.1. For TFHE,

we used the SPQLIOS-FMA FFT engine, which is a dedicated fused multiply–add (FMA) assembly

version for fast Fourier transform (FFT) computations. Finally, as Lattigo and PALISADE use the RNS

optimizations for BFV/BGV they can easily exploit multi-threading. Since these libraries are configured

to run on multiple cores by default, we did not restrict them to a single core. Similarly, we did not add

any custom form of parallelization to HElib, SEAL, and TFHE as they only utilize one core by default.

In addition to the three categories of benchmarks analyzed in this section, we also evaluate the timings

of the FHE primitive operations across all libraries in all encodings where applicable. Our results are

illustrated in Table II and showcase the relative speeds of each library for different operations as well as

the ciphertext sizes generated by each library for a fixed depth and security level. We note that TFHE

ciphertexts are approximately three orders of magnitude smaller than the other FHE libraries, yet they

are non-batchable. The larger ciphertexts, which are several megabytes in size, may support thousands of

batching slots. We remark that some libraries are unable to run certain benchmarks successfully because

there are no allowable parameters to support the required noise depth (i.e., there is no valid configuration

to support the required noise budget while maintaining 128 bits of security). We indicate these cases as

“Noisy” with a background color denoting the library (as shown in Fig. 7).
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A. Selected Arithmetic Benchmarks1

1) Chi-Squared: As this benchmark mainly comprises additions and multiplications with low-depth,

the runtime performance for all the libraries except TFHE for both ENCINT and ENCFP is under half

a second. For TFHE, we use a word size of 8 bits and the runtime is 44.3 seconds, a considerable

difference which is due to the evaluation of binary adders and multipliers, which require several addition,

multiplication, and bootstrapping operations for every circuit.

(a) Integer domain with ENCBIN for TFHE and ENCINT for other libraries.

(b) Floating-point domain with ENCFP.

Fig. 4. Measured execution time for the LR benchmark for integer and floating-point domains for an increasing number of

attributes. TFHE uses ENCBIN with a word size w = 16.

2) LR Inference: The LR benchmark has competitive timings across all the libraries for both ENCINT

and ENCFP, save for TFHE, which is orders of magnitude slower, as shown in Fig. 4. Moreover,

taking into consideration that all the other libraries allow multiple inferences in parallel using batching

without incurring any execution time penalty, TFHE is not a good fit for this benchmark. Between the

other libraries, HElib is slightly slower, but as the total execution time is around 1 second for every

configuration, this difference is negligible.

3) Feedforward NN Inference: Fig. 5 demonstrates the timings for our neural network benchmark for

both ENCINT and ENCFP with an increasing number of hidden neurons. This benchmark includes large

numbers of ciphertext additions as well as multiplications between a ciphertext and plaintext value (since

we assume that the cloud owns the network weights and can work with them in the clear). For ENCINT,

we observe HElib and SEAL being significantly faster than Lattigo and PALISADE, whereas in ENCFP

HElib outperforms all the libraries by more than an order of magnitude. This performance difference in

ENCFP is attributed to the way HElib automatically invokes the rescale operation, whereas in all the

1The evaluations of batched PIR and the squared Euclidean distance are shown in Appendix A.
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Fig. 5. Measured execution time for the neural network benchmark in both the integer (with ENCINT) and floating-point (with

ENCFP) domains with an increasing number of hidden neurons.

other libraries we invoke these operations manually in the T2 code. We note that for other benchmarks

where rescaling may not be strictly necessary, HElib suffers in performance because of this automated

procedure. Finally, TFHE could not evaluate this benchmark in less than eight hours and thus is omitted

from Fig. 5.

(a) Integer domain with ENCBIN for TFHE and ENCINT for other libraries.

(b) Floating-point domain with ENCFP.

Fig. 6. Measured execution time for the Matrix Multiplication benchmark for square matrices ranging from 4× 4 to 16× 16.

TFHE word size w = 8.

4) Matrix Multiplication: For this benchmark, we use two square matrices in ENCINT and ENCFP.

Similarly to the χ2 benchmark, in Fig. 6 (a) we observe that all the libraries are at least three orders

of magnitude faster than TFHE since the latter has to evaluate very expensive binary multiplication

circuits to compute the product of multi-bit operands. Contrary to Fig. 5, Lattigo and PALISADE are

the two fastest frameworks for integers. This showcases that these libraries have efficient multiplication

implementations when multiplying two ciphertexts, while HElib and SEAL may be faster at multiplying

ciphertexts with constants. Finally, in Fig. 6 (b) we observe that HElib is significantly slower than all the

other libraries, which contradicts our results in Fig. 5. However, this performance difference is expected

since in the matrix multiplication benchmark there is no need to invoking the rescale operation after
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every multiplication operation, yet HElib invokes it automatically anyway, and suffers a performance

slowdown.

Fig. 7. Measured execution time for the CRC-8 and CRC-32 benchmarks in the binary domain with ENCBIN for word sizes

of 8 and 32 bits, respectively.

Fig. 8. Measured execution time for the Manhattan distance benchmark for both integer and binary domains for vectors with

four and eight elements. The integer domain uses ENCINT for every library except TFHE which uses ENCBIN, while the binary

domain uses ENCBIN for all libraries. For the binary domain we used word size w = 4 as well as a binary optimization for

the computation of the absolute value function.

B. Selected Bitwise Benchmarks2

1) CRC: Fig. 7 presents the timings of CRC-8 and CRC-32 evaluations using ENCBIN as it is not

possible to use the integer or floating-point encodings due to the bitwise shift and XOR operations.

All libraries were able to run CRC-8 without issues, yet for CRC-32 only the libraries that support

bootstrapping were able to finish, namely HElib and TFHE, due to the deep multiplicative depth needed to

support large 32-bit addition circuits. These results emphasize how much more efficient the bootstrapping

mechanism is in TFHE versus HElib, and additionally, the restrictions that all LHE schemes have for deep

algorithms. While the CRC-32 is theoretically executable with LHE, all LHE libraries do not support

parameters large enough to achieve the required depth at 128 bits of security (i.e., depth is traded for

security).

2) Binary Manhattan Distance: This benchmark includes a multiplexing operation to calculate the

absolute value of the difference (described in section IV-B3) as it is far more efficient to evaluate a

multiplexing operation using the sign bit of the difference between V [i] and U [i], than it is to employ

2See Appendix A for insertion sort.
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an FHE “less than” followed by a MUX (as is done in the integer domain). Fig. 8 shows the timings for

ENCINT and ENCBIN. We note that TFHE (which is evaluated using both the integer and binary versions

of the benchmark) performs better when using the binary-optimized algorithm while the other libraries

perform better using the relational variant (section V-C2).

Fig. 9. Measured execution time for the BinPIR benchmark in the binary domain with ENCBIN and word size w = 5 for an

increasing database size.

3) BinPIR: The binary PIR benchmark incurs a significant overhead compared to the batched version

(BaPIR), as shown in Fig. 9. More specifically, we observe that Lattigo, PALISADE, and SEAL can

only run with a database of 8 elements due to significant noise growth, which is unrealistic. HElib and

TFHE scale linearly to the number of elements, with the latter being one order of magnitude faster than

the former. This benchmark demonstrates the superiority of the BaPIR benchmark for the libraries that

support batching.

C. Relational Benchmarks

1) Hamming Distance: For libraries with built-in support for binary arithmetic (i.e., HElib and TFHE),

this benchmark is more efficient using ENCBIN. However, for the rest of the libraries ENCINT is

faster and exhibits a lower depth than the binary approach. Notably, TFHE drastically outperforms all

implementations for both domains, as depicted in Fig. 10.

2) Relational Manhattan Distance: The relational version of Manhattan distance differs from the

binary case because direct extraction of the sign of an encrypted integer is expensive. We note that the

integer version of the multiplexer follows the same equation as the binary case, with the caveat that the

control input must be 0̂ or 1̂. As shown in Fig. 8, Lattigo and PALISADE are unable to evaluate this

benchmark using ENCINT because they require p − 1 to be a prime that evenly divides the cyclotomic

polynomial degree m. Since the depth of the LT circuit scales linearly with the bit size of p, ideally one

needs a small poly degree to allow for a relatively smaller p. However, small poly degrees do not yield

enough levels to evaluate the circuit, which requires larger parameters and forces the user to employ a

larger p.
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Fig. 10. Measured execution time for the Hamming distance benchmark for both integer and binary domains for vectors with

four and eight elements. All libraries use ENCINT for the integer domain except for TFHE, which uses ENCBIN. All libraries

in ENCBIN use a word size w = 4.

VI. DISCUSSION & LESSONS LEARNED

ENCBIN: From the results presented in Table II and the T2 benchmarks, we can glean several important

insights about the performance and viability of different FHE libraries and schemes in a variety of

situations. First, it is clear that TFHE is the optimal choice for the binary encoding as it can evaluate

both arithmetic and relational Boolean circuits faster than any other FHE library and it boasts the smallest

ciphertext size by a wide margin. For deep circuits, such as the CRC-32 benchmark, TFHE performs far

better than HElib, which has the only other bootstrappable implementation in the binary encoding under

study. This is primarily due to the vastly superior bootstrapping speeds of TFHE compared to the BGV

bootstrapping in HElib. There is, however, one case that TFHE might not result in the fastest evaluation:

i.e., when the user wants to evaluate multiple instances of the benchmark in parallel. For this case, HElib

is the best choice as it allows for efficient binary gate evaluations and has the unique ability to use p = 2

in a batching context. Thus, although TFHE has by far the smallest latency for one instance, when the

core algorithm has to be repeated x times, for a relatively small x, the latency of TFHE is often larger

than the latency of HElib, which can extend to x instances at the same cost as x = 1.

ENCINT & ENCFP: From Table II, it is clear that PALISADE exhibits the fastest overall speeds for

TABLE III

FEATURES, PARAMETERIZATION, AND EASE-OF-USE OF FHE LIBRARIES.

Library
Mod Chain

Control
Automated Ctxt

Maintenance
Configurable

Security
Control of
Cyclotomic

HElib
Lattigo

PALISADE
SEAL
TFHE
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both the integer and the floating-point encodings, but based on the benchmark results this is not always

the case. For algorithms that include relational operators, PALISADE and Lattigo are poor choices for

ENCINT as they require large plaintext moduli. Because the depth of the comparison circuits scale with

the plaintext modulus size, these operations quickly become prohibitively expensive in terms of noise,

as illustrated in the case of the relational Manhattan distance. For these types of applications, HElib is

a better option since it enables batching with much smaller choices of p. In the floating-point domain,

when rescaling frequently is required, HElib becomes the best option due to its fast, automatic rescaling

procedure as is shown in the case of the neural network inference benchmark.

Domain selection: We can deduce that ENCBIN is ill-suited for arithmetic-heavy benchmarks; for

instance, a 16x16 × 16x16 matrix multiplication took less than a minute for most libraries in ENCINT

while TFHE was three orders of magnitude slower using ENCBIN. However, algorithms that include right

shifts and bitwise rotations are only possible in ENCBIN. In general, we found that most libraries had

similar timings for both ENCINT and ENCFP, with the exception of the neural network inference due to

rescaling. Some applications, such as full-precision neural networks, are better suited for the ENCFP as

inputs and weights do not need to be scaled or quantized.

Parameter selection: While meticulously minimizing the parameters required in each library for

our T2 benchmarks, we have found that all libraries are not created equal when it comes to selecting

parameter sets. Table III depicts our findings with respect to four important criteria related to parameter

selection. The first consideration involves the ciphertext modulus q; some libraries allow users to fine-

tune the sizes of individual primes as well as the total bit size of q, which can affect both performance,

security, and the number of levels. Next, automated ciphertext maintenance, referring primarily to modulus

switching/rescaling and bootstrapping, is vital for reducing the difficulty of developing FHE applications,

particularly for non-experts. For instance HElib and TFHE can fully automate these procedures and will

invoke them behind the scenes. Conversely, Lattigo and SEAL will require operations like key-switching

and rescaling to be invoked manually; while this could be useful in rare cases, it may become easier for a

developer to schedule these operations sub-optimally and incur a significant performance hit. Configurable

security refers to the ability to select parameter sets at several security levels in order to allow users to

balance security versus efficiency for their specific applications. Lastly, control of the cyclotomic refers

to the ability to directly manipulate the degree of the ciphertext polynomials; nearly all libraries allow

you to specify the ring-dimension N , but we note that this parameter is related, but distinct from the

actual cyclotomic order.

There will always be a trade-off between ease of use and freedom when it comes to parameterization.

From a usability standpoint, we argue that although Lattigo and SEAL may be beginner-friendly due
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to limited parameterization options, HElib offers the most flexibility, while PALISADE is somewhere

in between. PALISADE has a flexible API for instantiating FHE parameters, with a number of optional

parameters and settings that users can tweak, which benefits both new users and experienced developers.

The downside is that it is impossible to directly set the cyclotomic order and non-power of 2 cyclotomic

orders are not fully supported. For that matter, TFHE is also easy to configure, but it is not straight-

forward to use for a non-expert as it does not include any arithmetic functional units (e.g., multi-bit

adder/multiplier).

Next steps for FHE libraries: Based on our experience, there is a need for all libraries to introduce

standardized binary circuits for common functionalities as the performance of binary FHE is almost

entirely dependent on the underlying Boolean circuits. Currently, only HElib natively supports ENCBIN

operations, rendering it the most versatile library. Unfortunately, although TFHE is meant for ENCBIN,

it does not include any elaborate circuit, only two-input logic gates. As ENCBIN enables benchmarks

not possible in other domains, we expect more libraries to follow HElib’s footsteps in the future and

include Boolean addition and comparison circuits. Additionally, it is crucial to come up with better

comparisons for the integer and floating-point encodings, as currently comparisons are not viable for

real-world applications. Latest trends in encrypted computation circumvent this by avoiding comparisons

(such as PPML applications), but faster comparisons will enable several new HE applications.

Finally, while TFHE exhibits fast bootstrapping for non-batched binary ciphertexts, batchable schemes

such as BFV and CKKS exhibit incredibly slow speeds for bootstrapping. Therefore, a future research

direction in HE should be to improve bootstrapping speeds while maintaining a high degree of batching,

either by proposing new bootstrapping mechanisms or by using hardware acceleration. While custom

hardware for FHE is actively being developed, current hardware platforms such as GPUs show great

promise for accelerating FHE operations [64], [75]. Going forward, FHE libraries should continue to

incorporate support for these devices as well as other emergent dedicated hardware units.

APPENDIX A

ADDITIONAL EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS

For completeness, we report additional performance results for the batched PIR, the squared Euclidean

distance, and the binary insertion sort benchmarks.

A. Arithmetic Benchmarks

BaPIR: Fig. 11 shows the execution time for the batched PIR benchmark for databases with 64, 128, and

256 entries. Notably, save for TFHE, all frameworks have approximately constant time for the different
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(a) Integer domain with ENCBIN for TFHE and ENCINT for other libraries.

(b) Floating-point domain with ENCFP.

Fig. 11. Measured execution time for the PIR benchmark for integer and floating-point domains for an increasing database size.

TFHE uses ENCBIN with a word size of 5 in the integer domain.

database sizes since they all fit in the slots of one ciphertext and therefore the number of operations is

identical across all variants. Since TFHE does not support batching, it incurs a significant performance

overhead, shown with the blue bar in Fig. 11 (a). This benchmark highlights the two core advantages of

all the arithmetic schemes compared to RGSW (i.e., the underlying scheme in TFHE). First, the schemes

with batching capability perform only a single multiplication compared to RGSW, which needs to perform

as many multiplications as the database size. Secondly, as ENCBIN has to perform binary multiplications,

it incurs additional overhead compared to the fast multiplications in ENCINT and ENCFP for all the other

libraries.

Fig. 12. Measured execution time for the Euclidean distance benchmark for both integer and floating-point domains for vectors

with 64, 128, and 256 elements. The integer domain uses ENCINT for the backends, except for TFHE which uses ENCBIN with

word size w = 8. The floating-point domain uses ENCFP for the relevant backends.

Squared Euclidean Distance: This benchmark comprises one subtraction, one multiplication, and one

addition for every two elements of the input vectors, rendering it a representative benchmark for core

arithmetic operations. Fig. 12 shows the runtime performance for both ENCINT and ENCFP with vector

sizes of 64 and 128 elements. Lattigo, PALISADE, and SEAL are the three fastest libraries, with HElib
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Fig. 13. Measured execution time for the insertion sort benchmark for different input array sizes with word size w = 4 in the

binary domain using ENCBIN for all libraries.

having competitive performance, and TFHE being orders of magnitude slower because of the large binary

circuits needed. Additionally, this benchmark can take advantage of batching and compare multiple sets

of vectors, further accelerating the amortized performance of the baseline algorithm for all libraries except

TFHE, which will incur a linear overhead that scales with the total number of elements.

B. Bitwise Benchmarks

Insertion Sort: As in CRC-32 shown in Fig. 7, insertion sort is a very deep benchmark in terms of

multiplicative depth, particularly for the first elements in the array as it iterates through each element and

performs multiplexing procedures with all prior elements during each iteration. Recall from Section III-E

that a multiplexing operation has depth marginally over one, (since two depth-1 ciphertexts are added

together, resulting in slightly more noise accumulation). Thus, as shown in Fig. 13, only HElib and

TFHE were able to finish this benchmark as they are the only two libraries supporting bootstrapping

for ENCBIN. TFHE is significantly faster than HElib due to its fast bootstrapping speeds and the much

smaller ciphertext polynomial degrees employed by the library. Although this benchmark incurs high

overheads even for an array of 16 elements, we emphasize the need of faster bootstrapping and enhanced

comparison units for all the libraries.

APPENDIX B

FUTURE DIRECTIONS OF STANDARDIZED FHE BENCHMARKS

The T2 benchmark suite comprises a plethora of representative applications of FHE at the current

time of writing. However, FHE is still in its infancy and continues to expand and become more efficient

in terms of memory and computational overhead each year. As new FHE schemes and accelerators are

developed, the use-cases for this powerful technology will inevitably continue to grow and branch into

more industries. As such, we have built the T2 compiler with extensibility in mind to incorporate new

FHE schemes as they arise and we plan to expand T2 in the future to reflect new trends in FHE. Our

goal with T2 is to provide a benchmark suite that enables easy comparisons between FHE libraries
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and we foresee future research to significantly benefit from our standardized benchmarks and their easy

deployment for a variety of FHE back-ends.

We also aim to draw attention to open problems in FHE using T2, an including automated param-

eterization for general purpose computation. Finding the smallest parameter set that works for a given

application and results in the fastest execution time is a time-consuming process that requires a lot of

trial-and-error to get right. A mechanism to automate this process without actually running anything in

the encrypted domain would go a long way to streamline the incorporation of new benchmarks and make

comparisons between schemes and libraries more fair.
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